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Name    

Birthday of René Descartes 
René Descartes, born on March 31 of the Mystery Year, was a 
French mathematician, scientist, and philosopher. He was the first to 
use raised numbers (exponents) to show powers. He was also the first 
to use letters from the end of the alphabet, namely x and y, to express 
unknown quantities.  

One of the greatest math achievements of all time was his invention of 
coordinate geometry. He related lines, circles, and other figures to 
equations. He pioneered the idea that the location of a point in a plane 
could be described by giving its distance from a pair of perpendicular 
lines called the x- and y-axes. 

As a philosopher, he believed that when he is thinking, he exists. He 
captured that belief in his quote, “I think; therefore I am.” 
 

Use these clues to find the Mystery Year.  

1.  Find the distance between these two points on 
the coordinate plane:  

(–4, 3) and (2, 3). 
 
 
The ones digit of the Mystery Year is the 
distance between those two points. 

2.  Which of the following statements or 
equations is not true. 

(6)  is equivalent to “x divided by 2.” 

(7)  

(8)  is equivalent to “x times ” 

(9)    

 
The answer choice, (6, 7, 8, or 9), of the 
statement or equation that is not true is 
the tens digit of the Mystery Year. 

3.  The number of people infected by a virus 
increases by 20% each day. In about how 
many days will it take for the number of 
infected people to be 2.5 times as many as it 
was on day 1?  

Hints: Find the value of n so that (1.2)n  ≈ 2.5. 
Consider only values of n that are whole 
numbers. 
 
 
 
The value of n is the hundreds digits of 
the Mystery Year. 

4. Use this clue as a check on the other clues: 
Count the number of characters (without 
spaces) in the first line of the rhyme below. 
Descartes’ efforts in algebra & geometry  
are still used by students in the 21st century! 

The ratio of that number to the sum of 
the digits in the Mystery Year is 5:3. 
 

 

1
2
x
x
2

 = 1
2
x

1
2
x 1

2
.

x
2

 =  x • 2
1

 = 2x

March 31 Puzzle 

What is the Mystery Year when 
René Descartes was born? 

 
 _______ _______ _______ _______ 
 Thousands Hundreds Tens Ones 

René Descartes 
Portrait by Frans Hals 
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March 31 Puzzle Answer Key  

What is the Mystery Year when 
René Descartes was born? 

 
 _______ _______ _______ _______ 
 Thousands Hundreds Tens Ones 

    1 5  9  6 

SAMPLE: . Thus, x = 21. The sum of 

digits must be 21 and the first three digits 
add to 20.  So, the thousands digit is 1. 

35
x

 = 5
3

René Descartes 
Portrait by Frans Hals 

 =  = 6  – 4 –  (2)  – 6  
SAMPLE: Start with 1.2 and use a calculator to 
repeatedly multiply by 1.2 until you come as close 
as possible to 2.5. So, n = 5. 
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Complete Solutions, Teacher Notes, & Extensions 
Birthday of René Descartes 

March 31 
Puzzle 

Mystery Year: 1596 
CCSS: 6.NS.7.c, 6.NS.8, 7.NS.1.c, 6.EE.4, 7.EE.1, 8.EE.2, MP2 (Reason Abstractly and 
Quantitatively), 6.RP.3a, 7.RP.2. 
Topics: distance between two points in the coordinate plane when the y-coordinates are the same, 
absolute value, equivalent algebraic expressions, exponential growth, ratios. 

 Clue 1 Solution   Because the y-coordinates are the same, students need only find the distance 
between the x-coordinates. So, the distance between (–4, 3) and (2, 3) in the coordinate plane is  

 =  = 6. Thus, the ones digit of the Mystery Year is 6. 

Math Note: If students struggle with the procedural method (calculating the absolute value of the 
difference of the x-coordinates), you may suggest they plot the points in the coordinate plane and 
then count the units between the points. Students may wonder if the order matters when 
substituting the coordinates into . Have them try both  and  to 
confirm that the order does not matter. Mention that the reason for using absolute value to 
determine distance is because a distance is always positive. As such, you may travel 5 miles 
north or 5 miles south — but the distance is 5 miles in either direction. 

 Clue 2 Solution   Students are asked to determine which of the following statements or equations is 
not true: 

(6)  is equivalent to “x divided by 2.” (7)  

(8)  is equivalent to “x times ”  (9)         

(6) is true because  =  This means “x divided by 2.” 

(7) is true because  Note that when a variable has no “visible” coefficent (because 

it is assumed to be 1), it is often helpful to have students record the coefficent of 1 in front of 
the variable to aid them in evaluation / simplification process. 

(8) is true because a coefficient is a numerical value by which a variable is multiplied. The 

coefficient of x is  so  is read, “  times x,” or, based on the Commutative Property of 

Multiplication, “x times . 

(9) is not true because it uses an incorrect procedure to divide x by 2. The incorrect equivalence, 

 is based on the assumption that  means “x is being divided by .” But in 

reality, x is being divided by 2. The correct division is:  = x ÷ 2 = x • , or x (not 2x). 

Thus, the answer choice that is correct because it is not true is “(9) .” So, the tens 

digits of the Mystery Year is 9. 
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 Clue 3 Solution   Problem statement: 
The number of people infected by a virus increases by 20% each day. In about how many days 
will it take for the number of infected people to be 2.5 times as many as it was on Day 1? 

Students are given the hint that they should only consider values of n that are whole-numbers so 
that (1.2)n  ≈ 2.5. The 1.2 represents a daily increase of 20% (each day will have 120% of the 
infections as the day before). The exponent n represents the number of days at 120% increases 
before there are about 2.5 times as many infections as there were on Day 1. Middle-school 
students should be able to solve for n by using the strategy, guess, check, and revise.  

Try n = 2: (1.2)2 = 1.44 
Try n = 3: (1.2)3 = 1.728 
Try n = 4: (1.2)4 = 2.0736 
Try n = 5: (1.2)5 = 2.48832 
Try n = 6: (1.2)6 = 2.985984 

The whole-number value of n that comes closest to satisfying (1.2)n  ≈ 2.5, is 5. So, the hundreds 
digit of the Mystery Year is 5. 
Resource Note: Clue 3 appeared in the first Math History-Mystery Puzzle back on March 31, 
2020. At that time, daily infection rate increases of about 20% of COVID-19 were common. 

 Clue 4 Solution   Students are given the following rhyme: 
Descartes’ efforts in algebra & geometry  
are still used by students in the 21st century! 

Students are asked to find the number of characters in the first line of the rhyme, excluding 
spaces. The number of characters is 35. Students are told that the ratio of that number to the sum 
of the digits in the Mystery Year is 5:3. Let’s let x = the sum of the digits in the Mystery Year. 
We can find x by solving this proportion: 

  By inspection, students should notice that because 35 is 7 times as great as 5, then x must 

be 7 times as great as 3. 
Thus, x = 21. The digits of the Mystery Year determined so far are __ 5 9 6. So, to have a sum of 
21, the thousands digit must be 1, and the Mystery Year is confirmed to be 1596. 
Resource Note: For a poem in honor the 401st birthday of René Descartes, written by two New York 
middle school students in 1997, check out the May 1998 issue of Mathematics Teaching in the Middle 
School. The rhyme used in this clue was inspired by the work of those two students. 

 Historical Notes.                         
René Descartes (1596 –1650) pioneered the idea that the location of a 
point in a plane could be described by giving its distance from a pair of 
perpendicular lines. He called those lines the x-axis and y-axis. He 
called the point where those two lines intersect the origin.  Descartes 
numbered the axes at equal intervals in each direction from the origin. 
On the x-axis, positive numbers were used to the right of the origin; 
negative numbers to the left. On the y-axis, positive numbers were used 
above the origin; negative numbers below. 
It is said that while lying in bed watching insects crawl on the ceiling, Descartes invented his 
ideas about coordinate geometry. With the ceiling as the backdrop for his coordinate plane, he 
thought about how to mathematically describe the insect’s location and path. Descartes’ system 
is called the Cartesian coordinate system. The word “Cartesian” comes from his name, 
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Descartes. Check out the book, The Fly on the Ceiling: A Math Myth, by Dr. Julie Glass. For a 
video reading of The Fly on the Ceiling: A Math Myth (11:43), go to https://yhoo.it/3BhI5vO. 
According to Dictionary.com <https://www.dictionary.com/browse/i-think-therefore-i-am>, the quote, 
“I think; therefore I am” “marked the end of the search Descartes conducted for a statement 
that could not be doubted. He found that he could not doubt that he himself existed, as he was the 
one doing the doubting in the first place.” 

 Math Jokes.                         
It’s important to have an historical understanding of a math concept prior to delving into the 
mathematics. In that way, one is able to put da carte before da horse. 
Related to René Descartes’ famous quote, “I think; therefore I am”, is story of when Descartes 
once went to an inn for dinner.  

Waiter: May I offer you a drink, Mr. Descartes? 
Descartes: I think not. 
And poof! Descartes disappeared! 

NOTES: If you did not laugh at the above “joke,” perhaps it’s because you know that in logic, 
for a conditional, the inverse is not necessarily true. So, the following syllogism is not 
necessarily true:  

If I think, then I am. 
I do not think. 
Therefore, I am not. (I disappear.) 

Here is a real-world example that shows the inverse of a statement is not necessarily true: 
If I am on the Chicago Cubs, then I am in the National League. 
I am not on the Chicago Cubs. 
Therefore, I am not in the National League.  

The above conclusion is not valid because you could be on another team in the National 
Leagure, such as the Los Angeles Dodgers.  

Q: What did x and y do at the restaurant?    
A: They ordered pears. 

Teacher: Define algebra. 
Student: It’s the intense study of the final three letters of the alphabet. 

 March Madness Extensions.    
Although not relevant to Descartes, these extensions are very relevant to basketball fans — and 
are offered here in the spirit of the March Madness season:                      
1. The NCAA basketball tournament is a single-elimination tournament. That means once a 

team loses a game, it is out of the tournament. How many total games are played once the 
tournament is down to the final 64 bracket teams? (Because it is a single-elimination 
tournament, 63 teams must each lose one game before there is a single winning team left. So, 
there is a total of 63 games.)  

2. Have students compute the probability of guessing the winning team in each of the games 
once the tournament is down to the 64 bracket teams of the NCAA basketball tournament. 
(You have 1 chance in 263, or 1 chance in 9,223,372,036,854,780,000, which is about 
1 chance in 9 quintillion.) 

“The reading of all good books is like a conversation with the finest minds of past centuries.” 

“It is not enough to have a good mind. The main thing is to use it well.” 
—René Descartes (1596–1650) 
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How to Use Math History-Mystery Puzzles
Warm-up Activities for Middle School

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
Provided with each puzzle are extensive Teacher Notes with sample, step-by-step  
solutions and scaffolding strategies that include valuable teacher information.
➤ Step-by-Step Solutions are designed so even beginning teachers will 

be well-equipped to help all students. Alternative solution strategies are 
detailed to illustrate various paths to the solution.

➤ Math Notes provide additional mathematical background for the teacher. 
This includes various pedagogical insights that include an analysis of 
related common student misconceptions with intervention suggestions. 

➤ Extensions allow advanced students to take the content to the next level.
➤ Multicultural Notes bring to light the contributions from various cultures  

related to the discovery/development of the content of the puzzle.
➤ Historical Notes provide further context for the theme of the puzzle.  

Often these notes delve into social justice issues related to the theme of the 
puzzle. Included are links to video clips and uplifting quotes.

To download a FREE, more extensive document describing how to use the puzzles,  
go to: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/7037642

OVERVIEW 
These puzzles connect mathematics to other disciplines, inspirational individuals, historical & 
current events, social justice issues, and pop culture — to reflect the diverse nature of our society. 
Each puzzle has brief information and questions about a specific day in history.

 Mystery Year Each puzzle begins with the critical reading of a passage of historical 
information about a particular person or event in a Mystery Year. Students use math 
clues to determine the year when the event occurred. Each clue produces a digit of 
the Mystery Year, and the final clue provides a check on the other clues.

 Bellringers The puzzles are ideal for warm-ups, sponge activities, skills-review/test 
prep, enrichment/challenge activities, mini-lessons –– and even as activities for math 
clubs. Pages are ready to print or assign digitally to individuals or small groups.

 Test Prep The math content of the warm-ups is based on a daily mixed review of 
skills. By revisiting a variety of important skills on a daily basis, students are likely to 
keep those skills sharp for the high-stakes tests that they will be taking later in the 
year. And the real-world contexts keep students engaged.

 Common Core State Standards The skills/concepts addressed in the puzzles 
are drawn from the Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Content and 
Mathematical Practice from Grades 5–8. Overall, the skills increase in difficulty as the 
year progresses. It should be noted that many high-school teachers are using the 
puzzles with success to provide students with important skills review in context.

CCSS
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